Activity Option 1: Creating a Passport *(40 mins)*

Students will have a great time creating their own passports. Encourage them to be creative!

**Step 1 (5 minutes)**
Share with them the fun activity they will get to do with you today:
- Tell them what a passport is and how you use it. If you have a passport, bring it with you and share it with the students.
- Using a map, share with them all the fun places you have traveled using your passport. If you have not been outside the country, ask students to suggest places you should go.

**Passport:** official document issued by a government to certify someone’s identity and citizenship. It allows you to travel to and from foreign countries.

**Step 2 (5 minutes)**
Pass out a *Passport Template* to the student. Demonstrate how to fold their passports along the dashed lines. For younger students, you can help them fold their passports.
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**Step 3 (10 minutes)**
Instruct the student to use crayons and markers to draw a picture of a country on their passport, or to draw what they see on any examples you have. Encourage creativity! This will be the cover of their passport.

**Materials:**
- Crayons
- Markers
- Pens/Pencils
- Passport Template
- Example pictures of a passport or an actual passport
Grades K-2

Step 4 (10 minutes)
Tell them to fill out their information and draw their face inside the box. This will be the inside of their passport.

Step 5 (10 minutes)
Have students share where in the world they would fly to, using their new passport. Use the map/globe from the beginning of the activity to help discussion.